International Students are invited to

Hatsune Miku × Kodo 初音ミク×鼓童 Special Live

Official Website : http://kodo-miku.com/

Schedule
Sunday, March 5th
Open 18:00/ Start: 19:00

Venue
NHK Hall (Shibuya, Tokyo)

Application Period:
February 17th to February 22nd

Apply from:
https://webform.adm.u-tokyo.ac.jp/Forms/1461639511/

Participants will be selected by lottery, only the winners will be contacted by Feb. 24th.

Participants will be kindly requested to answer the questionnaire as monitors on the day and to send information through SNS (posting with #kodomiku) about concert feedback and TV airdate of the concert.

NHK will hold an event called "This is NIPPON Premium Theater" that will transmit the appeal of Japanese culture to both domestic and overseas audiences as an official program certified by the Organizing Committee of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020. This event will bring out various attractions with a variety of themes representing Japan and send it to overseas as well as through NHK broadcasting.

Hatsune Miku is now popular all over the world as a virtual singer. Kodo is drumming entertainment group that conveys the charm of Japanese drumming around the world.

"Hatsune Miku × Kodo Special Live" will be their first realized collaboration. The fusion will ripple around the world. Hatsune Miku will showcase popular songs, including some songs released in Japan for the first time.

Also, two pairs of representative Japanese artists, such as Hatsune Miku and Kodo, will prepare a new stage that has never been seen before.

We will post information on the official website <http://kodo-miku.com>, so please expect a special live by Hatsune Miku and Kodo.

Organizer : NHK Promotion